The aim of using ontology-based data integration is to provide users with a unified view, in a form of a global application domain ontology, over a multitude of data sources. The terminological component of this ontology is then presented as the global schema of the system and is used as the reference model for formulating queries.
INTRODUCTION
Data integration systems provide users with a uniform view over a multitude of heterogeneous data sources.
This uniform view has a form of a global schema, which realize so called global-asview (GAV) paradigm (Lenzerini, 2002) , (Ullman, 1997) . The data is stored in data sources in their own schemas. The global schema frees users from having to locate the sources relevant to their queries. In order to answer queries formulated against the global schema, the system provides the semantic mappings between the global schema and the local (source) schemas (Halevy et al., 2006) , (Calì et al., 2004) , (Fagin et al., 2009) , (Bernstein and Haas, 2008) .
Currently, a broad class of data integration systems uses ontologies as global schemas, which led to emergence of ontology-based data integration (OBDI) and to ontology-based data access (OBDA) (Cruz and Xiao, 2009 ), (Calvanese et al., 2010) , (Das et al., 2004) , (Eklund et al., 2004) , (Calvanese et al., 2007a) , (Skjaeveland et al., 2015) . Now, the most popular means to specify and query ontologies are OWL (OWL 2 Web Ontology Language Profiles, 2009), RDF (Resource Description Framework (RDF) Model and Syntax Specification, 1999) and SPARQL (SPARQL Query Language for RDF, 2008) . OWL provides a method to formalize a domain by defining classes and properties of those classes (by means of rules or axioms), and to define individuals and assert properties about them (by means of facts or assertions). OWL is based on description logic (Baader et al., 2003) . In practice, ontology rules are usually written in a form of first order language (FOL) formulas, and facts are usually defined by means of RDF graphs or FOL sentences. A standard language to formulate queries over ontologies is SPARQL. SPARQL, however, is not suitable query language for end-users. Instead, so called faceted search is used for end-user data access (Yee et al., 2003) , (Oren et al., 2006) , (Hahn et al., 2010) .
In OBDI systems, an ontology is divided into two components: terminological component (TBox) consisting of signature (a set of unary predicate names (classes) and binary predicate names (properties)), and rules (axioms); and assertional component consisting of a set of facts (assertions). The terminological component forms the global schema of OBDI, and the assertional component consists of a set of local databases. Any local database state is a set of RDF data, which can be represented as an RDF graph, so we call it a graph database. The set of RDF graphs forms extensional knowledge. The set of rules in global schema constitutes the intentional knowledge about the application domain, and substantially enrich the extensional knowledge. The challenging issue in OBDI is to take into account both the extensional and intentional knowledge while answering queries. Data in different local databases can complement each other and can overlap. However, we as-sume that they are consistent with the global schema and do not contradict one another.
In this paper, we propose a method for query answering in OBDI systems in the situation when queries are formulated against the global schema as faceted queries. To create the answer, the service uses relevant data from all local databases as well as data necessary in reasoning procedures implied by ontology rules.
The main contribution of the paper, is the proposal of an algorithm for extending the query graph (created from a faceted query) with edges implied by relevant deductive rules. The set of considered ontology rules includes so called Datalog rules and rules specifying functionality of binary predicates and their inversions (key properties). We also show how the extended query graph (a global query pattern) can be used to merge local answers by means of a chase procedure.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Some preliminaries concerning graph databases, ontologies and queries, are reviewed in Section 2. Faceted queries are defined in Section 3, and their formal semantics, understood as first order open formulas, is given. In Section 4 we characterize ontology-based data integration, and describe architecture of an OBDI system. Also the running example is introduced. The process of answering faceted queries is described in Section 5. We propose an algorithm for creating global, ontology-enhanced query graph, and its usage in merging local answers and obtaining the final result. Section 6 concludes the paper.
PRELIMINARIES
A graph database is a finite, edge-labeled and directed graph (Barceló and Fontaine, 2015) . Formally, let the following sets be infinite and pairwise disjoint: Const -a set of constants, LabNull -a set of labeled nulls (treated as variables), UP -a set of unary predicates, BP -set of binary predicates. Additionally, we assume that type and ≈ are distinguished binary predicates in BP. A signature Σ is a finite subset of UP ∪ BP.
A graph database (or RDF graph) G = (V, E) with signature Σ consists of a finite set V ⊆ Const ∪ LabNull ∪ UP of node identifiers (or nodes for short) and a finite set of labeled edges (or facts) E ⊆ V × Σ × V , such that:
In first order logic (FOL), we use the following notation for edges:
• for (v, type,C), where C ∈ UP, we use C(v),
• for (v 1 , P, v 2 , where P ∈ BP, we use P(v 1 , v 2 ).
A rule is a FOL sentence (implication) of the form ∀x∀y(ϕ(x, y) → ∃zψ(x, z)), where x, y, z are tuples of variables. Formulas ϕ (the body) and ψ (the head) are conjunctions of atoms of the form C(v), P(v 1 , v 2 ), and v 1 ≈ v 2 , where v, v 1 , v 2 ranges over Const ∪ LabNull. If the tuple z of existentially quantified variables is empty, the rule is Datalog rule. By G ∪ R we denote all facts belonging to G and deduced from G using rules in R.
An ontology (or a knowledge base) is a triple
, where Σ is a signature, R is a finite set of rules, and G is a database graph (a set of facts). A kind of ontology depends on the form of rules. For example, OWL 2 defines three profiles with different computational properties (OWL 2 Web Ontology Language Profiles, 2009).
A query is a FOL open formula. If the formula is constructed only with: (a) atoms of the form C(v), P(v 1 , v 2 ) and v ≈ a, where v, v 1 , v 2 are variables, and a is a constant or labeled null; (b) symbols of conjunction (∧), disjunction (∨), and existential quantification (∃), then the query is a positive existential query (PEQ). A PEQ is monadic if has exactly one free variable, and is conjunctive query (CQ) if disjunction does not occur in this query.
A query Q(x), where x is a tuple of free variables,
Q is built from predicates in Σ, and there is a tuple a of elements from Const ∪ LabNull such that G ∪ R |= Q(a). Then a is an answer to Q(x) with respect to O.
Set of answers will be denoted by Ans(Q).
FACETED QUERIES
There is an increasing number of data centered systems based on RDF and OWL 2. A standard query languages in such systems is SPARQL. This language, however, is not a convenient to end-users. As a more suitable interface for end-user data access have been developed approaches based on so-called faceted search. Now, we will define faceted queries for search over RDF graphs, and we will consider answering such queries when a database is additionally enhanced with an ontology. The considered system is a data integration system, where the graph data must be composed from data graphs stored in local databases.
In (Arenas et al., 2014) , a facet is defined as a pair: F = (X, ∧Γ) (conjunctive facet), or F = (X, ∨Γ) (disjunctive facet), where:
• X ∈ BP is the facet name, denoted by F| 1 ,
• Γ defines a set of facet values and is denoted F| 2 ,
Any faceted query can be represented by a userfriendly graphical interface. A graphical form of faceted query in Figure 1 , searches for ACM authors from NY university who have written a publication in year 2014. Example 3.1. For the considered example, the following facets can be defined:
Note, that F 5 is a conjunctive facet and denotes individuals which are simultaneously from two universities -NY and LA.
Definition 3.2. Let F = (X, •Γ), • ∈ {∧, ∨}, be a facet. A basic faceted query determined by F is a pair of the form Q = (X, S), where S ⊆ Γ. A basic faceted query will be denoted by Q t , if X = type, and by Q b when X ∈ BP \ {type}. A faceted query (or query for short) is an expression Q conforming to the following grammar:
Example 3.3. The faceted query corresponding to this in Figure 1 is:
In Definition 3.4, we define semantics for faceted queries. The semantics Q(x) assigns to each query Q and a given variable x, a monadic PEQ with one free variable x. Definition 3.4. Let Q t be a basic faceted query over F t = (type, •Γ), Q b be a basic faceted query over F P = (P, •Γ), P ∈ BP \ {type}, and Q be an arbitrary faceted query. Then semantics of faceted queries is defined as follows:
2. Q b = (F P , {any}):
• ((F P , S)/Q)(x) . 6. Let q 1 and q 2 be queries, then:
The semantics of basic type-faceted queries of the form (F, S) is the conjunction (disjunction) of atoms of the form C(x) over the same variable, where C ∈ S. If the facet name is a binary predicate P, then the query is translated to: (a) an atom whose second argument is existentially quantified (if any occurs); (b) a conjunction (disjunction) of binary atoms whose second argument must be equal to a constant or a labeled null, or must satisfy an unary predicate. In the case of nesting, a variable from the parent is shifted to the child. Finally, conjunction (disjunction) of queries is interpreted as the conjunction (disjunction) of the corresponding formulas.
The first order interpretation (the PEQ) of faceted query (1) is given in (2).
(2)
ONTOLOGY-BASED DATA INTEGRATION
Ontology Based Data Integration (OBDI), or Ontology Based Data Access (OBDA) involves the use of ontology to effectively combine data or information from multiple heterogeneous sources (Wache et al., 2001) . In this paper we will follow so called single ontology approach, i.e., an approach when a single ontology is used as a global reference model in the system. We assume that the data integration system is based on a global schema (Ullman, 1997) , (Halevy et al., 2006) , (Lenzerini, 2002) (another approaches assume P2P data integration, see for example ). On the conceptual level, a user perceives contents of the system as a large single ontology O = (Σ, R, G), and formulates faceted queries against this ontology. On the implementation level, we assume that (see Figure 2):
1. The (global) schema of the system consists of the signature and the set of rules of the ontology, i.e., Sch = (Σ, R).
2. Facts, represented by means of RDF graphs, are stored in local databases, DB i = (Σ i , G i ), where Σ i ⊆ Σ consists of symbols, i.e., unary and binary predicates, occurring in RDF graph G i .
3. Data in different local databases complement each other and can overlap. We assume, however, that databases are consistent and do not contradict one another.
Local databases are created by local users and the global schema is used as the reference in introducing new facts.
A user query is rewritten and sent to each database in a form understandable and executable to this database management system. Next, partial answers are sent back, merged accordingly and finally returned to the user.Answering queries requires some data inferring processes implied by ontology deductive rules. The architecture of such a system is given in Figure 2 . The system works as follows:
(1) The user formulates a faceted query Q.
(2) Q is translated to a FOL formula (Qx) and its graph representation is created. This graph is extended to E with elements corresponding to relevant deductive rules in the schema. Graph E is sent to local database management systems.
(3) E is reduced to E i using information from signature Σ i .
(4) A set of edges is selected from G i , which are relevant to query answering.
(5) Selected subgraphs are merged into graph G .
(6) The user query Q is evaluated over G , and the answer A is obtained.
(7) A is returned to the user.
Example 4.1. The global schema, O = (Σ, R), relevant to our example can contain the following set of deductive rules:
Sample RDF graphs, G 1 and G 2 , of two local databases are given in, respectively, Figure 3 and Figure 4 . These graphs are built over signatures, respectively, Σ 1 and Σ 2 , being subsets of Σ, and over a set of constants, Const, and a set of labeled nulls LabNull.
In this case John, Ann, 2014, 2013, KB, AI, NY, LA, ACMCon f , and IEEECon f are in Const, and p 1 , a 1 , a 2 are in LabNull. Labeled nulls are used as identifiers of anonymous nodes and can be replaced with other labeled nulls or with constants. So, they are like variables (Fagin et al., 2005) . The FOL form of G 1 :
and of G 2 :
Paper(a 1 ), Paper(a 2 ),title(a 1 , KB), atCon f (a 1 , ACMCon f ), cyear(ACMCon f , 2014), title(a 2 , AI), atCon f (a 2 , IEEECon f ), cyear(IEEECon f , 2013), Author(Ann), authorO f (Ann, a 1 ), authorO f (Ann, a 2 ).
If we evaluate query (2) against G 1 or/and G 2 , then the answer is empty (in particular, the binary relation ACMAuthor does not even exist). However, if we consider also the set of rules in the ontology and apply them to infer new facts, we see that (2) is satisfied by John. So John is the answer to the query under consideration. Thus, to obtain the answer we have to:
• merge database states,
• take into account deductive rules from the ontology,
• apply deductive rules to infer new facts from the result of merging,
• evaluate the query over the set of all facts. Note, however, that a naive performance of these operations can be rather inefficient. For example, we can merge whole database states -which is rather very inefficient, or we can take into consideration only such subgraphes which are relevant to obtain the answer. Further on in the paper, we will discuss how these relevant subgraphs can be chosen.
ANSWERING FACETED QUERIES

Creating Global Query Patterns
Now, we will discuss the problem of selecting some facts (edges) from RDF graphs (step (4) in Figure 2 ) which should be sent to the merge stage (step (5) in Figure 2 ). The general assumption about the selection is that there must be justification to select an edge. The selection of an edge (x, P, y) is justified if:
• predicate P occurs in the query;
• predicate P occurs in the left hand site of an ontology rule, and there is a justification to select a predicate P occurring on the right hand site of this rule;
• P is functional or a key (P − is functional) and can be used to infer an equality between some data involved in the answer to the query.
A facet graph G for a facet query Q represented by a FOL formula Q(x) , is the graph G = (V, E), where:
1. V is a set of unary predicate names, variable names, constants and labeled nulls, occurring in 2. The set E of edges is defined as follows:
In Figure 5 , the subgraph with greyed nodes constitutes the query graph for the faceted query in Figure  1 and its FOL interpretation (2). Additionally, in Figure 5 some edges are qualified with: [ f ], to denote that the corresponding binary predicate is a function (rule (R4)), and [key], to denote that the corresponding binary predicate is a key, i.e., its inversion is a function (rule (R5)).
Next, the query graph G is extended to an extended query graph (or global query pattern), E = (V E , E E ), by adding some edges implied by ontology rules. We take into account rules which are adjacent to the current form of the extended query graph. We proceed as follows:
1. We start with assuming E = (V E , E E ) equal to G = (V, E).
2. Let ϕ → C(v) be a rule and (x, type,C) be in E E , for some variable x. Then:
• rename all variables occurring in ϕ, with the exception of variable v, in such a way that new names are different from those occurring in V E ;
• rename v to x, • match the renamed form of ϕ to edges in E E , and rename variables accordingly. The result denote by ϕ ,
• extend E E as follows: -if C(w) is in ϕ and not in E E , then add the edge (w, type,C) to E E , -if P(w 1 , w 2 ) is in ϕ and not in E E , then add (w 1 , P, w 2 ) to E E , -if w ≈ a is in ϕ and not in E E , add (w, ≈, a)
to E E .
3. Let ϕ → P(v 1 , v 2 ) be a rule and (x, P, y) be in E E , for some variables x and y. Then:
• rename all variables occurring in ϕ, with the exception of variables v 1 and v 2 , in such a way that new names are different from those occurring in V E ; • rename v 1 to x, and v 2 to y, • match the renamed form of ϕ to edges in E E , and rename variables accordingly. The result denote by ϕ , • extend E E analogously to the extension described in (2).
4. Let ϕ be a rule defining functionality of a binary predicate P(v 1 , v 2 ). Let x be a variable in V E defined over the range of P. Then rename v 2 to x, and v 1 to an appropriate name w, and add (w, P, x) to E E .
5. Let ϕ be a rule defining functionality of inversion of a binary predicate P(v 1 , v 2 ), i.e., determining that P is a key. Let x be a variable in V E defined over the domain of P. Then rename v 1 to x, and v 2 to an appropriate name w, and add (x, P, w) to E E . In Figure 5 , edges with white nodes were added according to the above procedure. Dashed arrows indicate which edges are needed to infer another edges. In particular, (y, type, ACMPaper) is necessary to infer (x, type, ACMAuthor) (rule (R2)). To infer (y, type, ACMPaper), we need (y, atCon f , u) and (u, ≈, ACMCon f ) (rule (R1)). To infer (y, pyear, z), the edge (u, cyear,t) is needed, (rule (R3)). Finally, (y,title, v) is added since title is a key, i.e., its inversion, title − , is a function (rule (R5)).
Local Answers to Graph Patterns
Restrictions of graph E (Figure 5 ) to DB 1 and DB 2 are extended graphs (local query patterns), E 1 and E 2 , presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7 , respectively. Subgraphs G 1 = E 1 (G 1 ) and G 2 = E 2 (G 2 ), which are answers to pattern queries E 1 and E 2 , respectively, are presented in Figure 8 and Figure 9 , respectively. Next, RDF subgraphs G 1 and G 2 , are sent to the merging service.
Merging Local Answers
Partial answers, like G 1 and G 2 , must be merged to produce a RDF graph over which the user query Q can be evaluated. Now, we propose a method to perform the merging. The merge is done by means of mapping rules produced from the extended query graph E and from the set R of ontology rules belonging to the global schema. These rules are used to define the chase procedure as it was proposed in data exchange theory (Fagin et al., 2005) , (Calvanese et al., 2007b) . Predicates prefixed by s refer to source data, i.e., to G 1 and G 2 . Predicates without prefixes, refer to target data, i.e., to the result of the merge, and are understood as targed constraints. In our case, the set of generated mapping rules used for merging is given in Figure 10 . In particular, the last rule enforces a 1 ≈ p 1 . So, in the result RDF graph all occurrences of a 1 are replaced by p 1 . The result of merge is given in Figure  11 . 
Obtaining Final Answers
The result of merging of local answers to local graph patterns, as G = Merge(G 1 , G 2 ) in Figure 11 , constitutes a dataset which is the object to evaluate a faceted query under consideration. The first order representation of the query, in our case (2), is a monadic PEQ resulting from a faceted query. So, the answer can be found in polynomial time. It is easily seen that the answer is John.
So called refocussing functionality in faceted queries allows for changing the free variable of the query Q. In consequence, the answer consists of all valuations of this free variable. In our example, if we want to now information about papers written by ACM authors, we should refocus our attention to the variable being the second argument of authorO f predicate.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have discussed an ontology-based data integration system with faceted query interface. In such a system we have both, extensional and intentional knowledge. The extensional knowledge is stored as RDF graphs in local databases, and the intentional knowledge is given as a set of rules constituting a set of axioms of a global ontology. A user formulates faceted queries in a user-friendly way using a simple graphical interface. Next, local databases are queried about data which is indirectly or directly (to infer new facts by means of ontology rules) necessary to answer the query. The set of local answers are merged and finally the expected answer is obtained. The proposed method is a base to introduce new functionality into our system of data integration.
